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Living off the Land
What a fertile region this is! Tokushima’s climate, rich soil and plentiful irrigation lead
to a bumper harvest of all kinds of colourful crops.

Tokushima

ourney through eastern Shikoku is as colourful as anywhere in Japan. The people

of Tokushima respect their land and water, and take full advantage of its produce.

All through the year, plants are coming into full bloom: in winter, sugar cane is

harvested; in spring, strawberries reach maturity; in summer, sudachi; and in autumn, rice

comes to fruition. With its port yielding diverse seafood daily, and Awa pork and chicken

cropping up in everyday dishes like ramen and yakitori, there’s really nothing the prefecture is

lacking.
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Toshishige Fujiwara shows off his prize Naruto kintoki
sweet potatoes

Hello yellow

Perhaps the best-known produce here is the citrus fruit. Tokushima’s signature foodstuffs, the

much-loved yuzu and sudachi, are everywhere—and not just in food. You’ll find these green

and yellow gems spicing up soft drinks and liqueurs, enhancing all manner of foods, and in the

case of yuzu, bringing delightful aromas and soothing properties to toiletries, room mists, bath

powders and body oils. Sudachi delivers a refreshing fragrance and is known as the “scented

jewel”, enlivening Japanese dishes from tempura to sashimi and miso soup. And that’s not to

mention the beauty these brightly coloured fruits lend to the landscape!

Purple reign

Naruto kintoki, the highest-quality sweet potato in the land, grows here in ideal conditions and

is found in foodstuffs everywhere, including confectionery. In fact, 90% of Tokushima’s

potatoes are Naruto kintoki. Cultivated in sand by the Naruto Strait, and immediately

identifiable with its bright purple skin, it is enriched with minerals that give it a light texture

and fragrant aroma. Toshishige Fujiwara—a director at Tokushima Farmer Sommeliers’ Inc.—

runs his family farm on reclaimed land at Kawauchi, Tokushima City. His sweet potatoes are



harvested from July to December, refrigerated for six months at 13°C and their roots removed;

then, after being bathed in water and sprayed by jets, they are ready for crating.

Half the sweet potatoes go to the farmers’ association here, while most of the other half goes to

shops or outlets in Kansai area; some are also exported overseas to countries like Malaysia and

Singapore, where the sweet version is preferred.

Sweet potato
Tokushima Farmer Sommeliers’

268-3, Hiraishiwakamiya, Kawauchi-cho,
Tokushima City, Tokushima 771-0137
Tel: 088-679-8661
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What a catch! Hamo and ise-ebi
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An early-morning visit to Tsubaki Domari in Anan City, one of the prefecture’s busiest ports, is

a feast for all the senses. Chairman of Tsubakidomari fisheries co-operative Junji Kume tells us

150 tons of hamo (daggertooth conger eel) and 10 tons of ise-ebi (lobster) pass through here

every year. You can watch the lobster being sorted into groups according to length — those less

than 13cm are discarded and released, while they also check the crustaceans for blemishes.

Most lobster are shipped to cities outside Tokushima, particularly Osaka; the hamo enjoys a

large fanbase in Kyoto. Other fruits of the sea filling up the crates here include squid, sawara

(Spanish mackerel), thread-sail filefish, red grouper, snapper, croaker, tuna, golden kettlefish

and the collagen-rich avalon fish. But it’s the ise-ebi that gives this place its renown—the

fleshy lobster feed on prey in the Pacific and the Seto Inland Sea, making them juicy and rich in

proteins and minerals. Hamo enjoys a reputation as a high-end fish, with meticulous methods

used to ready it for eating.

Hamo & Ise-ebi
JF Ken-Gyoren Tokushima

2-13 , Higashiokinosu, Tokushima City,
Totkushima 770-8516
Tel: 088-636-0500
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Kamikatsu organic sudachi

Takahide Bando’s self-named farm, high in the hills of beautiful Kamikatsu, has been in the

family for three centuries and grows yuzu, sudachi and yukoh using a different approach: this

enterprise has been 99% organic since 2002, when the government designated this an organic

farming area. After extracting the sudachi juice, the leftover skin and fibres are repurposed for

composting and re-farming the land. Awa Bancha green tea contains yuzu, and is much sought

after by the health- and fad-conscious. Yukoh, a hybrid fruit with potent fragrance and bitter-

sweet taste similar to an orange, also grows in large numbers here; Kamikatsu produces about

65% of Japan’s yukoh, and it’s used in sushi and sashimi. Bando Farm’s chief products include

yukoh and sudachi jellies; citrus juice; ponzu made from all three fruits; and Su-Su-Su, an

organic drink. 

Sudachi
Bando Foods
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63 Aza-Ueno, Oaza-ikumi, Kamikatsu-cho, 
Katsuura-gun, Tokushima 771-4503
Tel: 0885-46-0822
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Fruits of their labours: Kito Yuzu

Kito Yuzu is Tokushima’s best-known producers of yuzu, with its fame extending beyond

Japan. Its exports to Europe have grown, and visitors from France come to witness yuzu in its

home territory. The company has even been heralded as a representative producer of the

prefecture, after a “Yuzu Summit” in 1987 significantly raised its profile. And it’s not hard to

see why—Yuzu here is organically grown, more fragrant, and individually hand squeezed. With

the company’s attractive products, Kito Yuzu aims to inspire young people to farm the tangy

fruit. Nothing goes to waste, as whatever is not sold can still be used. It’s also very healthy: it

contains more Vitamin C than lemons!
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Kito Yuzu
OGON NO MURA

47-3 Aza-Kamihira, Kito-Minamiu, 
Naka-cho, Naka-gun, 
Tokushima, 771-6404
Tel: 0884-64-8883
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Slab of goodness: konnyaku

Particularly associated with southern Japan, konnyaku is a processed block of jelly-like

nutrition pounded from the roots of a yam-like plant called konjac. It has a chewy texture, and

contains no sugar. Konnyaku has become known to foodies as a diet food with unusual

properties—it cleanses the intestine and has been called the “broom of the stomach”.

Kataoka’s organic, halal konnyaku is a healthy, tasty product that comes in many forms
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(including low-calorie noodles and sauces), and is made with spring water from the Tsurugi

mountains. Konnyaku can be prepared in many forms: sashimi-konnyaku (served fresh in

strips); in a ramen; with pasta or noodles; with seaweed in a sashimi; simmered in a miso with

daiso broth; or served in a sweet jelly.

Konnyaku
Kataoka

93 Handakamiya, Tsurugi-cho, 
Mima-gun, Tokushima 779-4406
Tel: 0883-65-0781
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We’re jamming: strawberry

Strawberries (known in Japan as ichigo) are another premium fruit grown in Tokushima, with
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mild winter evenings and warm summers providing the ideal climate for their growth;

“Katsura” is the top variety. Sachiko Nishioka, Director of Nishioka Sangyo, heads up the farm

that has been in the family since the 1970s. Her safe and natural strawberry products have

gained such renown that she has orders from shops in Tokyo, supplies restaurants in Kyoto,

and ships to Singapore and Taiwan. Her beautifully packaged products—which include two

types of gelato—carry a logo depicting the tanuki raccoon of local legend. 

Strawberry
Nishioka Sangyo

98 Chiyogamaru, Oobara-cho, Tokushima City,
Tokushima 770-8012
Tel: 088-662-0590
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Secrets of the Sangoju
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Naoki Kashiyama’s 64-hectare farm produces what have been hailed as the best tomatoes in

the country. This sweet-tasting Sangoju (“red tree eggplant”) is sold in Tokyo’s Tsukiji Market

and prized in Singapore, where a kilo costs around S$100. Kashiyama Nouen is a “biological

organic farm” that aims to avoid pesticides, uses no waste water, adds minerals for growth and

maximises sunlight. The tomatoes are grown on a “stepping system” (vertical wooden racks)

in a highly controlled environment.

Sangoju Tomato
Kashiyama Noen

12 Azamatsuki, Sakano-cho,
 Komatsushima City, 
Tokushima 773-0023
Tel: 0885-37-2011

Google Map
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So many somen

Handa somen is a tasty wheat flour noodle with an elastic texture and smooth taste. At up to

1.7mm it’s much thicker than average noodle. After the wheat flour is kneaded with brine, the

noodles are machine-stretched and separated with chopsticks, then dried. Handa somen has

been around for 250 years but remains very popular in this part of Japan; Handmade Somen &

Udon Factory prioritises this variety. It goes particularly well with sudachi. 

Somen
Yoshidaya

13 Tai Handa, Tsurugi-cho, Mima-gun,
Tokushima 779-4402
Tel: 0885-64-3428
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The white stuff: rice

Tokushima’s geography and climate make fertile ground for foodstuffs. The rice crop is

harvested every August—earlier than most regions—and yields 10 varieties, the finest being

Koshihikari, Kinuhikari and Awaminori (there’s also rice used for sake). Since exports began in

2009 it has become popular in Taiwan, Singapore, Vietnam, Hong Kong, the UK and even the

US. Production is overseen by Zen-Noh, a federation of Japanese agricultural co-operatives,

which aims to optimise production, control prices and enhance public awareness. 

Rice
JA Zen-Noh Tokushima

92-1 Nishishinden, Nishinakatomi, 
Itano-cho, Itano-gun, 
Tokushima 779-0119 
Tel: 088-672-5317

Google Map
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Beautiful sights of Tokushima
Tokushima,Sightseeing

autiful sights of Tokushima

Naruto Whirlpools

Uzu-no-michi is a speactacular 450m long promenade built into the supporting girders of the

Onaruto Bridge, 1,629m, connecting Shikoku with Awaji island. 45 metres above the Naruto
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Strait, glass floor windows are situated every 100m along the walkway and allow visitors a

prime viewpoint of a remarkable natural effect: the collision of strong currents and ebbing and

flowing tides, at the meeting point of the Seto Inland Sea and the Pacific Ocean, which creates

one of the three most ferocious tidal whirlpools in the world. This passageway was originally

created to carry Shinkansen trains across the strait, but the plan was aborted due to

engineering difficulties. Another ideal spot to admire the dramatic swirls on a clear day is

Senjojiki observation deck, on a small public square next to the souvenir store Wakayama

Shoten. The eddies are strongest during full moon and at low tide.

Naruto Whirlpools
Uzu-no-michi walkway

Naruto Park, Naruto-cho,
Naruto City, Tokushima 772-0053
Tel: 088-683-6262
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Iya Valley
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Deep in the heart of Shikoku, amid the mountains of western Tokushima, this remote, beautiful

region found fame in the ’90s when US author Alex Kerr published a book, Lost Japan, on his

experiences there. Hotel Iya Onsen’s cable car leads down a 170m incline to a 39°C outdoor

onsen infused with natural hydrogen sulphide. Nearby, you can look down over “Hi-no-Ji”, a

V-shaped geographical oddity reminiscent of Horseshoe Bend in Arizona. The hachigomu

(mountain mist) floats over Oboke Gorge and the best known of the vine bridges crossing the

Iya, Kazurabashi. This 45m long bridge may have been built as far back as the 12th century! Its

swaying wooden slats don’t look reassuring (do wear sports shoes), but take comfort in the fact

that the bridge is reinforced with steel cables, while the vines are replaced every three years.

Iya Valley
Kazurabashi bridge

162-2, Nishiiyayamamura Zentoku, Miyoshi City,
Tokushima 778-0102
Tel: 0883-72-7620

Google Map
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Tairyuji temple and cable car

Spanning 2,775m across the dramatic hills leading up to Mt. Shashin, Tairyuji Ropeway is

western Japan’s longest cable car ride. Opened in 1992, it leads to the 21st stop on the Shikoku

pilgrimage circuit (Ohenro), which links 88 temples supposedly founded in the 9th century by

Buddhist monk Kobo Daishi. Modern day pilgrims often make the trip in traditional costume.

You’ll spot a bronze statue of Kobo Daishi perched perilously on a jagged peak, while Tairyuji

temple is a dreamlike vision surrounded by cypress and cedar. Don’t miss the bell gate

(Shoromon), hall (Hondo) and temple (Honbo).

Tairyuji temple ropeway

76 Tano, Wajikigou,
Naka-cho, Naka-gun,
Tokushima 771-5203
Tel: 0884-62-3100

Google Map
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Kamikatsu-cho Tanada

A glorious lookout point that towers 700m over the rustic settlement of Kamikatsu, Japan’s

first “zero waste” town, these tanada (terraced rice fields) continue an ancient practice of

cultivating rice on the side of mountains. The crop flourishes here from early May to August,

but the best time to visit is when the fields turn a golden colour during harvest time in autumn.

Bring your camera on a clear day, as this juxtaposition of the manmade and natural—voted one

of Japan’s top 100 rice terraces 

in 1999 for its exquisite beauty—is surely one 

of the prefecture’s most scenic attractions.

Kamikatsu-cho Tanada

23 Hakutsuru, Ikumi,
Kamikatsu-cho, Katsuura-gun, 
Tokushima 771-4500
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Ohama beach and Sea Turtle Museum “Caretta”

Every year from May to August, loggerhead sea turtles come to lay eggs on Ohama beach in

Minami-cho, a town on the eastern coast of Tokushima. Back in the 1950s, when students came

here and found that some had been eaten, they started to protect the animals by taking them

back to school and raising them. Their efforts resulted in an ongoing conservation project and

the opening of Caretta in 1985; among many other turtles of various species, the museum

houses a grand old survivor of those early days that is now the longest living sea turtle in the

world at 67 years. Ohama beach is also the starting point for a triathlon that takes place each

July, and the final stop of a two-day harvest festival in October, in which residents from eight

local neighbourhoods parade portable shrines on wheels, called chosa, and venture into the

waves. Each of these weighs about a ton, and four children ride on top of each shrine while

drumming a rhythm with taiko (percussion) instruments.
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Awaodori Kaikan

This multi-use building in Tokushima city is the focal point for the best known cultural

phenomenon to come out of the prefecture. Awa-odori is a folk dance that’s wildly popular

here, as well as in the rest of Japan—it’s the best-known dance style in the country. It differs

substantially from other regional dances with its two-beat rhythm, freeform moves, colourful

outfits and use of six traditional Japanese instruments. Visitors can watch uplifting

demonstrations by dancers in the performance space—a studio at the back of the building—

and the audience is encouraged to take part in the routines. Awaodori Kaikan is owned by the

regional government, and if you want to see the dance there’s a charge of ¥1,000 per person—

government funding also helps to subsidise the performance space. On the ground floor there’s

an information centre and a large souvenir store that sells all kinds of edible, wearable and

decorative specialities from the region.

Awaodori Kaikan
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2-20 Shinmachibashi,
Tokushima City,
Tokushima 770-0904
Tel.088-611-1611

Google Map
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Keepsakes from Tokushima
Tokushima,Souvenirs

e abundant agricultural produce and craftwares of eastern Shikoku make for a

bounty of desirable souvenirs

Kincho Manju 
from Hallelujah Sweets Kitchen (HSK)

Founded in 1937, and now installed in an attractive modern outlet, HSK is Tokushima’s
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second-oldest baker and confectioner. It was the first to use chocolate in Kincho Manju – white

bean paste mixed with starch, then encased in a soft flour exterior– and this house-made

delicacy remains a top seller, with up to 30,000 of the snacks sold in a day. Don’t miss HSK’s

cute logo, which celebrates the tanuki raccoon of local folklore, as well as the multi-coloured,

raccoon-shaped fresh cakes on display at the counter.

Hallelujah Sweets Kitchen

30 Shinokoshi, Kitagawamukai
Hiroshima, Matsushige-cho
Itano-gun, Tokushima 771-0220
Tel: 088-669-7611

Google Map

Awa wasanbon-toh
from Okada-Seito-Sho
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At his 200 year-old family business in scenic Kamiita-cho, Kazuhiro Okada uses an intricate

process of shredding the chikutoh cane, stewing into a syrup, drying, mixing with flour and

refining to produce fine grain sugar (wasanbon-toh means “Japanese three tray sugar”). The

caramel-like result is then fashioned into rakugan (colourful sweets), or red bean jelly. It goes

perfectly with tea or coffee, and is used in plum liqueur or as a complement to brandy; it can

even be added to soba or sushi. The mineral-rich soil here produces a full-flavoured cane.

Okada Seito-sho

12-1 Haranakasuji, Izumidani, 
Kamiita-cho, Itano-gun, 
Tokushima 771-1310
Tel: 088-694-2020

Google Map

Sake from Honke Matsuura
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Visitors are welcome for tastings at Toksuhima’s premier sake brewery (est. 1804), a small

outfit with big ambitions. In 2015 it won a prestigious award at the 2015 International Wine

Challenge for its gently fruity sake, exports to 15 countries, and continues to branch out into

new flavours. Its top brands are Narutodai junmaidaiginjo and ginjo shiboritate namagenshu, a

heady (18.5%), undiluted sake that is unpasteurised and comes appealingly presented in an

aluminium tin. As a part of the name ‘tai’ (sea bream) suggests, it’s also recommended as an

accompaniment to seafood dishes.

Honke Matsuura Sake Brewery

19 Yanaginomoto, Ikenotani,
Ooasacho, Naruto-city, 
Tokushima 779-0303
Tel: 088-689-1110
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Artisanal products at Bussan Kyokai

The large store below Awaodori Kaikan’s dance-performance space holds a treasure trove of

collectibles that testify to the skills of craftsmen in the prefecture. One highlight is the selection

of Otani pottery – a regional speciality that takes its name from the village where ceramicists

fashioned urns from huge kilns in the Edo era. The pots are used as containers for indigo dye.

This royal-blue dye is used to make all kinds of textiles, also on display here, such as elegant

scarves, skirts and hats, as well as trinkets for the home or office.

Bussan Kanko Koryu Plaza
at Awaodori Kaikan

2-20 Shinmachibashi,
Tokushima City,
Tokushima 770-0904
Tel.088-611-1611
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Naruto wakame 
at Wakayama Shoten

At the souvenir store next to Onaruto Bridge, the jovial staff offer samples of beautifully

wrapped local goodies to curious visitors, such as the sweet bean pastry and golden sweet

potato cakes. Ice cream varieties include sweet potato, soda, vanilla and mango. Meanwhile,

Naruto wakame, touted as the world’s freshest seaweed – boiled for a tender texture, then

sun-dried and salted – is available to take away.

Wakayama Shoten

Senjojiki, Naruto Park,
Naruto-cho, Naruto City,
Tokushima 722-0053
Tel: 088-687-0021
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Yuutama at Akane-an

This impeccable “sweet café” run by Yoshio Nishikawa was inspired by the mastery of Kyoto

confectioners, and combines architectural elements of a traditional tea house – tasting rooms,

and a cobblestoned garden with bonsai trees and hand-washing basins – with a traditional, yet

innovative confectionery (Akane-an refers to the colour of the sky before sunrise). Sweets here

are flavoured with specialities from Shikoku such as yuzu, yukoh, sudachi and yamamomo, and

aim to promote local tastes through imaginative reinvention. 

Some of the fondant-like sweets, such as the yuutama (sugary balls), are made using the

kingyoku technique and are individually wrapped in triangular sachets to stay fresh for longer.

The fruity, melt-in-your-mouth spheres come in kawaii boxes and tubes. Try the Yu-Ball, with

its yellow, red, purple, white and blue hues. Visitors can also buy juices made from yuzu and

yukoh.

Akanean
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3-44 Tokushima-cho, 
Tokushima City, Tokushima 
Tel: 088-625-8866

Google Map

Gifts from the Citrus Kingdom

The yuzu is harvested for only two months of the year, but Kito Yuzu, tucked away in “Golden

Village” in the Naka valley, have devised many ingenious ways to enjoy this versatile citrus

fruit, both cosmetic and gastronomic. The company partners with major brands such as Dean &

DeLuca, but its own temptingly packaged, high-quality goodies are just as seductive. Try the

relaxing bath powder, which comes in a delicate sachet resembling a large teabag, or bask in

the fragrance of the 4 Relax essential oils. Among the edible treats on offer – which include

marmalade, honey, jam, rice crackers, cake, jelly, chocolate and even cheese – make a beeline

for the salt and pepper selection, as well as varieties of ponzu sauce. You can find yuzu and

sudachi in other guises, such as drinks and jellies, from Tokushima suppliers, Bando Foods and

Akane-an.
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(Left) Sudachi-chu, a shochu with sudachi flavour from Nisshin-shurui / (right) Yuzu juice

from Akane-an



(Left) Su-su-su organic yuzu drink from Bando Foods / (right) Yuzu-su and sudachi-su from



Bando Foods



(Left) Pururun gelée (yukoh and sudachi) from Bando Foods / 

(right) Rice crackers (with yuzu-miso and with Yuzu-chilli powder) from Kaoru Kito Yuzu



(Left) Citrus essential oils from Kaoru Kito Yuzu / (right) Bath powders from Kaoru Kito Yuzu

Yuzu bath salt, Yuzu powder, Yuzu essensial oil and Yuzu rice crackers
Yuzu&Sudachi gelée, Yuzu&Sudachi-su, Su su su
Available at Bussan Kanko Koryu Plaza (2-20 Shinmachibashi, Tokushima City, Tokushima 770-
0904 / Tel.088-611-1611), highway service area, and online

Yuzu juice
Available at Akane-an (3-44 Tokushima-cho, Tokushima City, Tokushima / Tel: 088-625-8866)

Sudachi-chu
Available at major souvenior shops and super market
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Are you a sake enthusiast? KANPAI is a supplement that offers you an insight into the intriguing sake culture in Japan.
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